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Abstract

On-line access to information while on the move has conferred businesses with the capability to be constantly accessible and in operation, independently of geographical area or timezone. There are situations, however, that demand technical solutions for specific scenarios, such as controlled access to corporate-based content. Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) allow controlled remote access to content, supporting scenarios such as teleworking. Nonetheless, such mechanisms are not commonly associated with the highly mobile users of today, which can traverse different types of access networks, while still keeping access to content restricted to corporate network usage. In addition, as VPN mechanisms are disassociated from mobility procedures, service disruption can happen or specific mechanisms and clients can be required in end-user’s equipment.

This paper proposes a framework that leverages Network Slicing, enabled by Software Defined Networking and Network Function Virtualisation, to provide seamless and isolated access to corporate-based content, while moving through heterogeneous networks. This solution allows Mobile Network Operators to dynamically instantiate isolated network slices for corporate users, and handover them between 3GPP and non-3GPP networks while users move away from the corporate network. In this way, they are able to keep access to corporate-based content in a transparent way, while maintaining access requirements for the service being used. The framework was implemented and validated over an experimental testbed composed by mobile and Wi-Fi accesses, with results presenting improvements in terms of overhead signaling and data redirection without downtime nor stream reconnection.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since its beginning, the Internet has been evolving along with its usage traffic patterns. Initially designed for information sharing (e.g., world wide web and e-mail), nowadays the Internet is a prime communication tool used not only to share multimedia (i.e., videos and photos) for social interactions (e.g., social networks), but also for an increasingly wide range of other information exchange scenarios [1]. In parallel, the 3GPP architecture followed such traffic evolutions, evolving its communications core from a voice-based system (i.e., 2G) towards a data-based system, namely the mobile packet core (MPC) found in 4G [2]. User
equipment (UE) not only followed, but actually helped pushing such evolution. Nowadays, current smartphones are equipped with multiple wireless interfaces (e.g., Wi-Fi and LTE), enabling the use of their multimedia features (e.g., live stream video) while on the move. Nevertheless, despite efforts from 3GPP and other standardisation bodies, mechanisms allowing full-integration between 3GPP and non-3GPP networks are still not widespread.

Current mobile architectures are being challenged to face the hugely increasing number of connected devices [1], with the next generation of mobile networks (i.e., 5G) already under study and close to deployment. In this context, 5G does not focus solely in enhanced data rates. Instead, operators are seeking for a sustainable and dynamic network with heterogeneous interoperability. This led network operators to look into technologies such as Software Defined Networking (SDN), Network Function Virtualisation (NFV) and, more recently, Network Slicing. Despite being independent, SDN and NFV complement each other, and their joint integration provides networks with a greater degree of flexibility. NFV decouples the software capabilities from the specifics of the hardware, moving them into data-centers as virtualised network functions (VNF), and SDN dynamically (re)configures the network paths that support the communication among VNFs [2]. Recently, Network Slicing has been gaining a lot of attention by promising the partition of the network in “slices” adapted (in terms of security, isolation and traffic requirements) to different use cases and verticals [3]. Here, VNFs can be seen as the building blocks that can be dynamically instantiated and chained together to form an adapted slice, to satisfy the individual needs of specific scenarios while sharing existing resources. Thus, SDN and NFV have been in the center of the slicing evolution, promising to provide enhanced mechanisms for optimized network operations.

In the meantime, architectural evolutions allied with globalization triggered new ways for collaboration, in an era where remote or tele-working is gaining followers [4]. Currently, remote working is supported by virtual private networks (VPN), which allow enterprises to provide access to internal services (via, e.g., enterprise portals) to collaborators from remote places (e.g., home). This paper proposes a framework that enables network operators to create network slices for better serving remote working, by leveraging the enabling tools for 5G (i.e., SDN, NFV and Network Slicing) over the currently existing architecture. In the proposed concept, the operator provides a slice to the tenant enterprise (or corporation) which can be accessed from heterogeneous networks. The mobile packet core (i.e., the evolved packet core (EPC) in 4G networks) is sliced in specific virtual EPCs (vEPC) instantiated with the VNFs established in the Service Level Agreements (SLAs). Moreover, the framework enables the operator to re-instantiate the slice as the user leaves the enterprise and crosses different networks, maintaining corporate based communications. To do so, the solution not only provides traffic offloading from the licensed LTE to the unlicensed Wi-Fi spectrum (leveraging Wi-Fi APs existing everywhere), but also allows the network service operator to dynamically instantiate a non-3GPP slice that is used to carry and maintain corporate based communications, avoiding the need of VPN services on end-users’ equipment. To further enhance this solution, the UEs of enterprise users are virtualised (i.e., vUE) in the enterprise slice, allowing the management and monitoring of enterprise’s UEs (e.g., type of traffic allowed, QoS and security level) to be enhanced with SDN-based flow mobility mechanisms.

An experimental assessment was conducted using an open-source EPC deployed in a cloud environment, coupled with a radio cell using SDN and several Wi-Fi APs. Results shown improvements in terms of overhead signalling and data redirection without downtime nor stream reconnection.

The remainder of the article is structured as follows: Section II presents the related work in SDN, NFV and network slicing when applied to mobile and wireless networks. Section III de-
scribes the system architecture, presenting the network entities and their control signalling. A proof-of-concept implementation is presented in Section IV followed by its assessment in Section V. The article concludes in Section VI.

II. Background and Related Work

This section presents the related work for future network architectures. In this line, after providing an overview of current remote access to corporate networks, SDN and NFV applied to mobile networks and wireless environments are presented, followed by an analysis of existing Network Slicing initiatives. Finally, the related work in MPC softwarization and virtualisation is presented.

i. Remote access to corporate networks

VPNs are the traditional approach for an end-to-end secure connection between two endpoints [5]. A VPN extends a private network across a public network allowing users to access services (or hosts) of the private network. When used in corporate scenarios, the VPN allows out of office secure access by the collaborators to internal services of the corporation. However, most VPN solutions are designed for wired networks with high-speed, highly reliable connections, which hinder its use in mobile scenarios, since mobile devices are susceptible to intermittent connection loss while switching from one network to another [5]. As such, it is important to look for mobile VPN solutions that can provide an experience that does not require the user to reset and reconfigure the VPN session upon switching between networks [5].

In this line, solutions such as virtual private LAN services (VPLS) [6] allow multipoint-to-multipoint communication over the Internet Protocol (IP). Here, the local area network (LAN) at each site is extended to the edge of the provider network, but disregarding the wireless hop and the possibility of private services use over public places.

ii. Software Defined Networking (SDN)

SDN aims to decouple the control decisions from the data plane (or user plane). Thus, as network equipments become simple forwarding devices, control decisions are logically centralised in a high-level entity (i.e., the SDN controller). In this context, the SDN controller exposes Northbound (NB) APIs to communicate with SDN applications for control and management of the forwarding devices via Southbound (SB) APIs. Despite encompassing several protocols, the SB API OpenFlow [7] represents the de-facto open-source SDN implementation. Also, Open Network Foundation (ONF) is making efforts to continuously standardize and update the OpenFlow protocol [8].

SDN and OpenFlow provide a greater degree of flexibility and simplicity to the network by enabling its dynamic reconfiguration. As such, OpenFlow has been used not only in data-centres [9][10], but its contribution potential has also started to be assessed in wireless environments [11]. SDN has been also used in mobility management for future networks [12][13], presenting benefits such as the independence of underlying technologies and per-flow mobility support, while streamlining the mobility management operation. However, such approaches do not consider network slicing, thus disregarding handover enhancements in inter-slice mobility scenarios.

The use of SDN and OpenFlow simplified the management of the network, with works such as [14][15][16] using OpenFlow to create a multi-domain and multipoint-to-multipoint VPN on-demand service (more specifically, VPLS). However, the VPNs stop at the edge of the network.

iii. Network Function Virtualisation (NFV)

NFV implies the use of cloud-like infrastructures and cloud-like life cycle management. Despite that SDN and NFV can be implemented independently of each other, they are comple-
mentary. In this context, while NFV decouples network functions from specific hardware and moves them to data-centres, SDN flexibly (re)configures the network.

Proposals such as Odin [17] and CloudMac [18] apply NFV principles to wireless environments by migrating AP management services to the data-centres. On one hand, Odin [17] builds on a light virtual AP to virtualise the association state, facilitating mobility management by allowing the infrastructure to handoff clients without triggering the re-association mechanism. On the other hand, CloudMac [18] decoupled medium access control (MAC) services from the AP hardware, such as authentication and association, allowing them to be performed in data-centres. More recently, a virtual entity was instantiated for visualization of the UE elements involved in the network mobility process[19]. This entity, named as a virtual mobile node (vMN), is not only capable of operating as an anchor for the physical UE (or mobile node (MN)) traffic, but also maps the UE in the network, supporting the network controller (i.e., an SDN controller) in enhanced mobility management decisions.

iv. Network Slicing

Network Slicing (or slicing hereafter) aims at partitioning the network to better fit specific services purposes, while maintaining isolation. Slicing initiatives can be mainly divided into three groups [3]: (i) spectrum-level slicing; (ii) infrastructure-level slicing; and (iii) network-level slicing. Also, slicing implies the allocation of the required resources for independent services[3]. However, in wireless environments, the slice isolation of the wireless access medium adds particular challenges, especially when ensuring quality of service (QoS) and SLAs. In this context, not only SDN and NFV are seen as key enablers for resource slicing in wireless networks, but also for wireless network virtualisation (WNV) [3]. Towards a slicing per service, user or application, WNV aims not only the sharing of the infrastructure, but also the radio spectrum.

In the literature, different solutions are proposed depending on the wireless medium access technology. In LTE, solutions such as [20] [21] propose an architecture for LTE base stations (i.e., eNodeB (eNB)) virtualisation with the objective of enabling infrastructure sharing among several operators. Also, [22] proposes an algorithm to dynamically allocate resource blocks depending on the slice demand. Considering the IEEE 802.11 (i.e., Wi-Fi) technology, in [23] the authors state that the use of virtual APs with different service set identifiers (SSIDs) and security configurations allow a single AP to be shared among operators when deployed in popular locations (e.g., airports and hotels). Solutions such as [23] and [24] propose to configure EDCA parameters to improve throughput of the slices.

v. Mobile Packet Core (MPC)

Currently the most recent MPC is the evolved packet core (EPC), which is used in LTE systems [25]. LTE systems assume a flat architecture over a IP network dedicated to support packet-switched connectivity. Figure [15] illustrates the 3GPP architecture. The EPC includes five main functional entities: Mobility Management Entity (MME), Serving Gateway (SGW), Packet Data Gateway (PGW), Home Subscriber Server (HSS) and the Policy control and Charging Rules Function (PCRF) [2]. Another element also present in the EPC is the Access Network Discovery and Selection Function (ANDSF) [26], which is able to provide inter-3GPP connectivity opportunities information in regard to aspects such as geographical location, user profile, speed, amongst others, in combination with HotSpot 2.0 [27]. However, such information is typically pre-defined and static in nature, not contemplating dynamic changes in the network usage by devices and services, such as the ones perceived by flexible network slicing instantiation.

Despite being deployed worldwide, in addition to the above mentioned, EPC faces as well issues related with inflexibility [28], complexity [30, 31], centralised user [31] and
control planes and inefficient resource provisioning and allocation. This led to the use of SDN and NFV in mobile network where the EPC is virtualised in data-centers (i.e., the vEPC). Here, SDN allows greater flexibility in the flow distribution over the infrastructure, thus providing enhanced UE mobility management\[2\]. Also, with control and data planes decoupled from each other, VNFs can be flexibly deployed around the network, such as in the case where their placement is done closer to the edge, thus shortening network latency\[2\].

Architectures such as CellSDN \[33\] and SoftCell \[34\] introduced SDN to mobile networks for design and management simplification by centralizing the control plane. Also, Mobile-Flow \[35\] advocates that SDN improves flow-based forwarding in mobile networks. Soft-Air \[36\] and SoftNet \[37\] progress from such architectures and, while the former presents indicators for a scalable, flexible and resilient network architecture, the latter proposes a decentralized mobile architecture, with a distributed data forwarding. Focused on virtualising the Evolved Packet Core, SoftEPC \[38\] addresses the dynamic instantiation of network functions and services at appropriate locations in response to the actual traffic demand.

Figure 1b) presents the EPC where SDN/NFV are used to decouple the user from the control plane. In this context, the usage of OpenFlow (both as a replacement or integrated with) for mobile network mobility management and connectivity control, has been explored in the past. The authors in \[39\] have replaced the PGW with a SDN-managed box, with packet classification being handled in the edge, and the SDN controller taking care of the LTE signalling protocols needed. Specific to the handover mechanisms, in \[40\] the SDN controller is used to manage mobility procedures, by controlling eNBs as if they were SDN switches, supported by information collected from the UEs. This concept was extended in \[41\], with the controller actually managing the SGW and PGW, maintaining an overall perspective of the eNBs to where each UE is connected to, and allowing optimization scenarios. However, all these solutions focus on mobile network aspects, neglecting offloading capabilities with other access networks such as Wi-Fi, or the support of network slicing.

III. System Architecture

Our framework extends existing remote network access proposals, by dynamically instantiating dedicated slices for the corporate UEs, over the current network to which they are connected to, allowing physical resource sharing (i.e., the AP) among different corporations and/or operators in public places (e.g., shopping centre). We argue that such extension facilitates the access to a corporation’s internal services by its remote collaborators, since the VPN configuration (through a VPN client) in the UE becomes unnecessary as it is transparent to the terminal. Also, overhead of over the air signalling is reduced, since VPN tunnels finish at the network edge (i.e., AP and
enB). For this, we explore SDN, NFV and MPC virtualisation techniques, to manage the network in a SDN-based manner, allocating VPN tunnels between servers and PoAs, in support of enhanced corporate-based communications, but extend it by dynamically instantiating a new SSID, allowing 5G-enhanced access to a corporate network, via public networks.

Next, the motivational scenario is presented, followed by a description of the required mobile network architecture enhancements for its support. Finally, interactions among network entities and flow mobility procedures are discussed.

i. Motivational Scenario

This paper focuses on how network slicing enhances the remote access to private networks while on the move. Keeping this in mind, we propose a framework where the Mobile Network Operator (MNO) instantiates the necessary building blocks to support corporations with remote working communications. Such building blocks may include, for example, mobility management, slice mechanisms and corporation services (e.g., internal portals).

Figure 2 illustrates a simplified scenario, where the MNO provides a slice to the corporate, supporting inter-slice mobility, and with corporation services instantiated in the cloud. Here, the access to the corporation services are ensured via the “vCorp GW ” and monitored by the vUEs (along with the “context updater”). The vUE is a virtual representation in the cloud, of the physical UE of the corporations’ employees, and readily provides input to the network flow mobility management entities on behalf of its physical counterpart (i.e., the UE). Also, the vUE allows the corporation to dynamically manage the physical UE by setting the requirements for QoS and security level of each collaborator.

When the user leaves the corporate network’s Wi-Fi, this movement is perceived by the MNO (i.e., indicated by link events sent by the UE), which triggers the creation of a dedicated slice for the UE over this new network. This slice receives the redirected UE’s flows to allow a transparent access to the corporate-based services. Whenever the UE changes to another network, the process is repeated, with a new slice being created therein, and the previous slice being released for resources optimization.

In this line, UEs of the corporation are able to remotely access corporation services both from the mobile (e.g., LTE) and the Wi-Fi networks without VPN configuration (through a VPN client). Also, allowing physical resource sharing (i.e., the AP) among different corporations and/or MNOs in public places, we extend such features and dynamically instantiate dedicated slices to be accessed by the specific corporation’s collaborators.

Finally, we argue that such extension facilitates the access to a corporation’s internal services by its remote collaborators, since the VPN configuration in the UE becomes unnecessary as it is transparent to the terminal. This also reduces the overhead of over the air signalling, since VPN tunnels finish at the network edge.

Next, the required mobile network enhancements for supporting such scenario are described.

ii. Mobile Network Architecture Enhancements

As stated above, the proposed framework aims to inter-operate with 3GPP and non-3GPP networks, by instantiating a 3GPP slice and (when appropriate) dynamically instantiate a non-3GPP (i.e., Wi-Fi) slice for traffic offloading from the licensed to the unlicensed spectrum, while ensuring the traffic requirements

Figure 2: Use case scenario.
(in terms of security, isolation and QoS) for corporation’s collaborators. For this, we propose the adoption of a SDN/NFV-based 3GPP architecture and the instantiation of new network entities: (i) Slice Creator; (ii) Slice Selector; (iii) Context Updater; and (iv) vUE. As such, Figure 3 presents our proposed mobile network architecture as an enhancement of the architecture presented in Figure 1b) of the related work. For the sake of compatibility, our proposal maintains to the highest possible extent existing interfaces used between 3GPP building blocks, while mapping any new introduced protocol to 3GPP signalling whenever possible.

In the 3GPP standards [25, 42], the interoperability between 3GPP and non-3GPP networks is ensured by the MME and PGW. The MME is responsible for the control of intra-3GPP and inter-3GPP handovers, where the SGW and the PGW are used as data traffic anchors for intra-3GPP and inter-3GPP handovers, respectively. Notwithstanding, with the introduction of new technologies into the network (i.e., slicing, SDN and NFV), we argue that new procedures should be studied, along with the instantiation of new network entities and functions. In fact, for 5G networks, the 3GPP is considering such enhancements, and new network functions are being established under standardisation [43]. In this line, we propose to use the vUE to manage the inter-3GPP mobility of its physical counterpart, alleviating the MME procedures. Note that the MME maintains its standard capabilities, only delegating inter-3GPP handovers to the vUE.

Although our work focuses on the existing EPC, if we followed the current 3GPP standardisation for 5G in [43] the UE’s context updater could be integrated in the Access Management Function (AMF), allowing the network to follow the UE and update its context in the virtual instances. The building blocks of our proposal are described next, and depicted in Figure 3 (in blue).

- **Slice Creator**: The slice creator is in charge of dynamically instantiating non-3GPP slices. As such, it communicates with the context updater of each 3GPP slice. Since each slice is specific to each use case, the slice creator chooses the building blocks to be instantiated with the slice. In our proposal, we opted to instantiate the GW for user plane and the Context Updater and vUE for control plane. Note that for proof-of-concept deployment, in our framework we simplified the management and relationship among components. However, in a realistic deployment the slice creator integration in the NFV Management and Orchestration (MANO) system should be considered. In this line, mechanisms to support the communication between the slice creator and NFV orchestrator (NFVO) need to be developed. Alternatively, the slice creator can be integrated in the OSS/BSS and use the Os-Ma-nfvo interface, allowing the MNO to dynamic manage slices by requesting the instantiation of network services and VNFs [44].

- **Slice Selector**: The slice selector maps the UEs to their corresponding slices. For example, while a regular user has its UE connectivity attached to a default slice, corporations may have a dedicated vEPC with different network requirements per UE. Also, the corporate may have dedicated non-3GPP slices for its collaborators to improve the remote working experience.

- **Context Updater**: The context updater communicates with the vUEs, updating its information and requesting the instantiation of non-3GPP slices to the slice creator. Here, the context updater will enhance the capabilities of the SGW and the PGW of the 3GPP by creating and updating the vUEs of the corporation.

- **vUE**: The vUE assumes the MME responsibility of controlling inter-3GPP handovers, but with a finer flow control, since each vUE is responsible for its UEs flows. As such, the vUE maps the UE in the network, keeping the information regarded to the physical UE’s wireless link and active flows, and helping the SDN controller in the control decision of the flows regarded
to the UE with updated UE’s connectivity context. Also, corporates may define different SLAs per group of users, where each vUE verifies and adapts the QoS of each flow to meet the requirements agreed in the SLAs.

- **GW-U**: The GW-U is the gateway of a specific core slice, thus it acts as an anchor for datapath of both intra- and inter-3GPP handovers, replacing the SGW-U and PGW-U. Control decisions are performed by the SDN controller and assisted by the vUE and context updater.

### iii. Interaction and Procedures

Our proposal considers different procedures and network entities interaction, depending on the type of access technology used by the UE. Figure 3 depicts the entities involved in the procedures for the 3GPP and non-3GPP attachment, while Figure 4 illustrates the non-3GPP slice instantiation and inter-slice flow mobility procedures. For simplification, in Figure 4 only the involved network entities in the related procedures are presented. The above procedures are described as follows.

#### iii.1 3GPP attachment and 3GPP slice

When an UE attaches to the network via a 3GPP access the eNB requests credentials to the MME (via the S1-MME interface). The MME validates the IMSI of the UE with the HSS (via the S6a interface), and then replies to the UE. After that, the UE requests a L3 attachment, which is agreed between the MME and the SGW-C (via the S11 interface). Upon attachment completion of the UE, the SGW-C notifies the Slice Selector, which in turn sends the result to the SGW-C and the Context Updater of the correspondent slice. The SGW-C then creates a tunnel between the attached eNB and the GW-U of the respective core slice.

#### iii.2 non-3GPP attachment and non-3GPP slice instantiation

In Figure 4 when the UE is connected to LTE and detects a non-3GPP access of the operator in its surroundings (i.e., via a known SSID) with link quality above a pre-established threshold, the UE notifies the vUE (messages #2a/#2b) with the identification of the AP. To notify its virtual counterpart, the UE sends an UDP message (#2a) towards the vCorp GW, which in turn redirects to the context updater as an OF packet_in message (#2b). The context updater is responsible for updating the vUE information. If this results in an offloading decision by the network, the vUE (along with the context updater) requests a non-3GPP slice (#3) to the Slice creator via an UDP message with the AP and slice identification (i.e., which corporation and/or level of security). Then a dedicated slice (via a unique SSID) for the user (or group of users, depending of the security and mobility policies) is instantiated in the AP (#4).

In Figure 5 when an UE attaches to a non-3GPP access (i.e., Wi-Fi) deployed by the network operator, the AP authenticates the UE in the AAA (interface STA), which in turn verifies the IMSI of the UE with the HSS (interface SWx). DHCP is then requested by the UE, and the SGW-C with slice selector connects (via tunnel) the AP with the respective slice GW. For this we explore wireless virtualisation to deploy multiple SSID with different wireless security encryptions on-demand.

---

1. **UE SSID detection**: To enhance the UE with this capability an application was developed and implemented in the UE. This will be discussed in Section 4.4.
iii.3 Inter-slice flow mobility

In our proposal, inter-slice mobility is processed as an inter-3GPP handover scenario. However, we move this responsibility from the MME to our proposed vUE. This allows a greater degree of granularity, since each vUE monitors the flows of its UE. Conversely, current MME implementations do not perform flow-based mobility, instead they offload all traffic, independently of the flow characteristic and the wireless link status of the UE.

In this context, for inter-slice flow mobility, we used the vUE to monitor the wireless link and active flows of its physical counterpart, in order to perform flow-based mobility adapted to each flow, while requesting for non-3GPP slices with the agreed QoS requirements with the tenant corporate. Regarding to intra-3GPP slice mobility, in our proposal the MME continues to be in charge of its management, according with the involved eNB and UE the transmission parameters.

Figure 4 exemplifies the procedures for flow handover between slices, where after a trigger that results in an offloading policy (e.g., UE connected to the Wi-Fi slice) the context updater updates the flow table of the GW (message #5) redirecting the data flow from the licensed LTE to the unlicensed Wi-Fi access network, via an OF flow_modification message. Here, the trigger was the UE attachment to the non-3GPP slice, which was notified to the context updater by the MME via a REST message. When the link strength of the Wi-Fi connection crosses a pre-established threshold, the UE reports this to its virtual counterpart (messages #7a/#7b), triggering the redirection from the Wi-Fi to the LTE (message #8), in order to seamlessly keep the data connection (message #9).

IV. Proof-of-Concept Implementation

This section presents a proof-of-concept implementation of our proposal. For this, we present application models of the proposed framework, followed by an use case description. Finally, implementation details are discussed.

i. Application models

The proposed framework aims to provide the extension of VPN in shared Wi-Fi networks, without requiring VPN clients or procedures to be installed in the UE. For this, the proposed framework instantiates a 3GPP slice for an enterprise and extends the VPN service by dynamically instantiating non-3GPP slices associated to it. As previously discussed, in our proposal, a VPN is defined as a mechanism which enables users to remotely access services from private networks. As such, the proposed framework can be implemented in different business models, depending on where the enterprise services are hosted, the level of virtualisation involved and the contracted services.

Additionally, depending on the network access type (i.e., 3GPP or non-3GPP) and network provider (i.e., MNO or Internet service provider (ISP)) different procedures are taken. When accessing via a 3GPP mobile network,
the user traffic is redirected to the respective 3GPP slice. Otherwise, when accessing via a non-3GPP Wi-Fi, it can be from an ISP or from a LTE and Wi-Fi integration solution (e.g., RAN-Controlled LTE-WLAN Interworking (RCLWI) [45]) of the MNO.

Notwithstanding, the deployment of such mechanisms imposes challenges not only related to management domains, and relationship established among different network components, but also the management of dynamically instantiated SSIDs in APs of different providers or the hosting of corporate cloud’s services out of the domain of the MNO. In this way, in order to assess our framework, our work considered two key simplification aspects, described as follows. Firstly, the capability to allow multiple MNOs to dynamically instantiate radio slices is still under heavy research, and addresses not only core network aspects but also access network capabilities. In this way, in our proof-of-concept, we used SSIDs to slice the Wi-Fi and provide separated attachment points to users at the same access point. In a downside, such mechanism does not fully isolate the medium access, since it allows UDP upstream traffic to exceed its pre-established bandwidth. Nonetheless, besides allowing us to assess our proof of concept (as the scope of our paper is not on the radio access), proposals in the literature to enhance MAC parameters, at a cost of flexibility, where highlighted in section II. In this line, we developed an API to allow the MNO to dynamically instantiate SSIDs, however both the API and slicing mechanism (i.e., SSID) require enhancements to support multiple MNOs and fully isolate the medium access, respectively. Secondly, in our proof-of-concept both the Wi-Fi APs and the cloud’s services hosting belong to the same MNO’s domain. This considers that a single MNO has to have all the necessary infrastructure up to the user’s end location, which is typically handled by different providers. Such realization would require further inter-operator and/or inter-domain interactions, which also fall out of scope of this work. Next, different models achieving this behaviour are presented.

**Partially virtualised corporation** Figure 5a presents an overview of this model where the enterprise’s services are hosted in in-house servers. Thus, implying a VPN towards enterprise’s perimeter. The MNO tunnels the traffic towards the enterprise’s network edge, and extends the enterprise VPN up to the cloud by virtualising their UEs. When remotely accessing via Wi-Fi, the MNO requires management capabilities in the corresponding AP, in order to dynamically instantiate a non-3GPP slice there. Here, the AP may be shared among multiple MNOs or it can be a dedicated one deployed by the MNO. Either way, an application programming interface (API) is used to coordinate the slice instantiation request from allowed MNOs.

**Fully virtualised corporation** Represented in Figure 5b, this model virtualises the enterprise’s services in the cloud. Thus, the enterprise’s services are remotely accessible from the enterprise’s perimeter as well as from the home networks. Here, the MNO and ISP of the enterprise are the same entity, facilitating the management of the deployed APs in the corporate’s building, which are directly connected to the cloud. Otherwise, in the home networks, the users may have different ISPs, however management permissions should be given to the MNO to instantiate Wi-Fi slices on-demand, in order to instantiate the VPN service towards the enterprise’s cloud services and end-users.

**ii. Implementation details**

Our solution is based on the previously presented fully-virtualized model. For implementation simplicity purposes only, our proof-of-concept exploits the fact that the MNO and ISP reside on the same entity and assumes a trustable network underlying the framework, with GRE tunnels being used without encryption. Nevertheless, our framework’s architecture is designed to support secured tunneling protocols. In fact, Open vSwitch (OvS) supports IPsec tunneling and there are associated
ii.1 3GPP network

The 3GPP network implemented for our proof-of-concept was based on the OpenAirInterface (OAI) [46] framework, which is compliant with the 3GPP standards. The eNB was implemented in a physical machine with the Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7700K CPU and 32 GB of RAM, the USRP B210 software-defined radio (SDR) board, the LP0965 antenna and a LTE band 7 duplexer. Also, the eNB runs Ubuntu desktop 16.04 LTS OS with the 4.4.0-116-lowlatency kernel version. In addition, mobile core network functions (i.e., HSS/MME, AAA, DHCP, SPGW-C) were implemented in our in-house OpenStack data-center (Ocata) in virtual machines (VMs) with 1 core and 2 GB of RAM, running Ubuntu server 16.04 LTS OS. As discussed previously, control and data paths were decoupled, thus the SPGW-U was implemented in a VM with 2 cores and 4 GB RAM, running Ubuntu server 16.04 LTS OS. In the SPGW-U the OvS (version 2.5.5) was used to allow the dynamic data path reconfiguration via OpenFlow flow-based rules, which was patched to enable GTP tunnelling. Finally, the Ryu SDN controller [47] was used for the SPGW-C, allowing the reconfiguration of the network datapath via SDN mechanisms (e.g., OpenFlow and OvSDB).

Regarding to the new proposed network entities, namely the slice creator and the slice selector, both were implemented as a Ryu SDN application. As such, both run along with the SDN controller and interacted with the remaining entities via UDP messages, and when applicable deploying OF messages through the SDN controller.

ii.2 non-3GPP access

In our implementation the non-3GPP access used was Wi-Fi, more specifically, the IEEE 802.11n at 5GHz. The AP was implemented using APU2c4 with wle600vx wireless modules. The Ubuntu 14.04 LTS OS was used with the hostapd v2.1 [48] software for AP capabilities. For the non-3GPP slice instantiation an application was developed, which reconfigures the Linux hostapd daemon creating a new SSID with the necessary characteristics (e.g., security, traffic shaping) and implements traffic shaping through Linux traffic control when requested by the network controller. Finally, the new SSID was configured in IEEE 802.11n at 5GHz with EAP-AKA authentication.

ii.3 Enterprise Slice

In our proposal the enterprise slice is defined as the slice of the network where the data traffic of the enterprise’s users is managed. In this context, in the enterprise slice, the control and data plane were decoupled and while the vCorp-GW is a VM for data traffic redirection, the SDN controller with the Context Update and the vUE applications manage the user’s traffic regarding security and QoS. Both the vCorp-GW and the SDN controller were implemented in a VM with 1 core, 2 GB of RAM and

---

Footnotes:

1. OvS patch for GTP: https://patchwork.ozlabs.org/patch/579431/
running Ubuntu desktop 16.04 LTS OS. While the OvS was used in the GW, the Ryu was used as SDN controller.

Regarding to the context updater, it was implemented as an Ryu SDN application that manages the vCorp-GW traffic via OF messages and updates the UE’s context in the cloud (i.e., the vUE). As such, it communicates with the remaining network entities via UDP or REST messages.

As presented before, the vUE is the virtual representation of the UE, which maps its physical counterpart in the network. The vUE can be seen as an internal information collection of the UE wireless events in the context updater. When the update of such collection results in a handover policy (e.g., link going down), the vUE (along with the context updater) reconfigures the datapath via OF messages.

Figure 6 presents an overview of the datapath for enterprise’s authorised and non-authorised users. Since UE#1 is an authorised enterprise user, its data traffic is redirected towards the vCorp-GW (i.e., in the 3GPP slice), both from 3GPP and non-3GPP access. Also, the UE#1 is attached to the AP via a dedicated slice (i.e., unique SSID), allowing the physical resource sharing of the AP with the UE#2. The UE#2 can (eventually) connect to both 3GPP and non-3GPP, but being an unauthorised user, its data traffic is redirected to the default 3GPP slice, with no access to the corporation services.

Figure 6: Deployed datapath simplification, where UE#1 is a registered UE of the corporation and UE#2 is a regular user.

ii.4 User Equipment (UE)

The UE was deployed using an APU2c4 with the Wi-Fi wle600vx and the LTE Huawei ME909s-120 wireless modules. For EAP-AKA authentication the wpa_supplicant software was used. Additionally, an application was developed in order to inform the network of a non-3GPP slice instantiation opportunity. The application uses the libnl for gathering Wi-Fi information and events (e.g., neighbour SSIDs and cells, link strength, Wi-Fi connection and disconnection, etc.). Such events are then informed to the network controller.

For requesting the non-3GPP slice the application scans the wireless environments in a periodicity of 9s (similarly to iOS and Android OS). Also, to prevent a break-before-make, when connected to a Wi-Fi network, the application monitors the signal strength, alerting the network when a pre-established threshold is crossed.

V. Evaluation and Discussion

In this section we evaluate and discuss the proof-of-concept implementation in terms of handover performance, throughput achieved in a non-3GPP slice, and overhead in over-the-air data traffic. The experiments were run 50 times with the results being presented with a confidence interval of 95%. Next we discuss the overhead introduced by VPN clients (we used OpenVPN as example), and compare it with our framework, focusing on overhead introduced per packet.

i. Packet overhead

Figure 7 depicts the overhead per data packet introduced by our framework in wireless and wired connections, comparing it to use of IPSec instead of GRE and to the use of OpenVPN for remote access.

The use of a client such as OpenVPN in the UE improves communication security on the wireless medium, however increases the over-the-air overhead as a trade-off. For example, using OpenVPN in a TUN-style tunnel over UDP and default TLS options, about 69 bytes of overhead are increased to each packet.

In our proposal the VPN tunnel stops at the AP and/or eNB, and uses a dedicated slice (i.e., a unique SSID when connected via Wi-Fi).
Fi), saving overhead over-the-air. Additionally, our proposal also reduces the overhead in the wired connection, since a GRE tunnel encapsulation increases 24\text{bytes}. Also, if we desire a security enhancement, IPSec can be used in tunnel mode with an overhead cost of 52\text{bytes}.

![Figure 7: Packet overhead when considering: (a) GRE tunnel (b) IPSec in tunnel mode. (c) OpenVPN.](image)

In this context, there is a trade-off between security degree and overhead introduced per packet: despite that the overhead might not seem much, when considering highly scaled networks, this additional overhead can affect network equipments’ performance when dealing with multiple VPNs at high speed connections. Nevertheless, our framework ensures VPN’s encryption up to the network edge, but it is flexibly enough to extend VPN services through wireless with different levels of security and overhead. In a scenario of residential Wi-Fi networks, where the encryption is usually ensured only by Wi-Fi protocols, our framework reduces the overhead over the air and consequently saves UE’s energy, by dynamically instantiating a dedicated SSID accessible for registered corporate’s UE (via EAP-AKA using the SIM card).

As final note, when considering shared wireless environments (e.g., home and shopping centre), our framework has the advantage of aggregating users per server avoiding multiple VPN connections to the server, reducing overhead.

ii. non-3GPP slice instantiation delay

In our framework the handover is performed in a make-before-break approach. As such, despite that the handover takes about 10\text{ms} (from LTE to Wi-Fi and vice-versa), the redirection procedure takes about 26s ($\pm 3$s). As such, the redirection procedure can be divided as following: (1) suitable AP discovery; (2) slice instantiation; (3) UE’s connection to the AP; and (4) flow redirection. Figure 8 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of such procure (from 1 to 3).

The (1) suitable AP discovery is regarded to the UE’s detection of the MNO’s SSID in range and informing it to the network (i.e., to the vUE), which takes 9s ($\pm 2$s). The (2) slice instantiation takes 10s and is the delay between the non-3GPP slice request and it being instantiated. Then (3) the UE takes about 7s ($\pm 1$s) to detect and connect to the dynamically instantiated corporation SSID. Finally, (4) the data flow is redirected from the 3GPP to the non-3GPP slice.

![Figure 8: Instantiation of a non-3GPP slice.](image)

In this line, while the instantiation of the non-3GPP slice takes 10s, the overall procedure takes about 26s. When compared to VPN clients (which takes about 5s to connect) our framework takes 5 times longer. However, our mechanisms is transparent to the user, as such not requiring his/her intervention. Contrarily, VPN clients requires the configuration and the input from the user, decreasing the QoS and experience of the user.

Finally, our framework can explore location service of current smartphones, and preemptively instantiate the non-3GPP slice, saving 20s of delay (i.e., slice request and slice instantiation).
iii. Handover performance

In order to assess our proof-of-concept in terms of handover performance (achieved throughput over time and downtime) we virtualised corporation services in the cloud and accessible through the vCorp-GW. Figure 9 illustrates an UDP stream handover mimicking a scenario with remote working while on the move. The iperf3 application was used in order to generate UDP flows with a pre-established bandwidth, facilitating the visualisation of impact of proposed framework over the QoS. In our tests the UE acts as an UDP client and requests an enterprise service with a bandwidth of 50Mbps.

Initially, the user is in the corporation perimeter and is connected to the corporate services via Wi-Fi with an SSID associated to a specific type of user: guest, premium (e.g., CEOs and CTOs) or staff. On its way home the user is able to telework work via LTE (from 25s to 63s), and, upon arrival to home (at 63s), a dedicated SSID is dynamically instantiated in its home Wi-Fi. This avoids the necessity of a VPN client service in the UE, while saving signalling over-the-air.

As discussed above, the non-3GPP slice takes about 10s to be instantiated and the UE takes another 7s to detect and to attach the slice. For simplification, in the evaluated scenario, the network pre-emptively instantiated the non-3GPP slice in the user’s home network, saving the instantiation delay in the offloading mechanism. For this, the network can exploit localization services of current smartphones or pre-schedule the slice instantiation. In this context, since the vUE works on behalf of the UE for network management decisions, the UE informs the vUE of neighbour cell and/or current location, allowing the network to pre-emptively take procedures to adapt (or instantiate) slices.

The evaluated scenario was compared with the throughput for a dual interface UE (Wi-Fi and LTE) where no handover mechanisms is applied. Here, the user is attached to a Wi-Fi and LTE networks simultaneously and is accessing the corporation services through VPN. As such, as the UE changes access network, the VPN requires a reconnection (for evaluation proposes we assumed 3s) to the server. In this line, when the UE disconnects from the Wi-Fi (at 25s) the VPN tries to reconnect through the LTE, negatively affecting the achieved throughput. Moreover, when the UE connects to a new Wi-Fi network (at 62s), another VPN reconnection is required in order to offload the traffic via Wi-Fi. Comparing to our framework, the VPN client scenario originates a throughput loss of 8% between VPN reconnections.

Finally, we argue that we should look for ways to offload the traffic to non-3GPP access (such as the Wi-Fi) while keeping or enhancing the QoS. This gains more value when considering places of social gathering, since BSs support a limited number of LTE connections due to the finite spectrum that can be used at one physical location, leading to degraded service quality for customers. Also, studies, such as show that Wi-Fi is typically more energy efficient than LTE, pointing out that offloading to Wi-Fi will usually reduce the UE energy consumption.

VI. Conclusion and Future work

This paper takes advantage of network slicing, NFV and SDN mechanisms in order to allow remote working in corporate scenarios. In this context, the proposed framework instantiates a core network slice for a corporation and dynamically re-instantiates it at the target network, as the user moves away from the corporation, whether it is in a 3GPP or non-3GPP
technology. This solution is further supported by creating a virtualised representation of the UE, the vUE, which not only operates as a data anchor, but also provides support for the mobility process. In this way, the configuration of a VPN client in the UE becomes unnecessary as it is transparent to the user. Here, a VPN service is defined as a mechanism that allows the remote access to private networks.

The proposed framework was experimentally evaluated in a physical testbed and results showcased gains in terms of signalling overhead and throughput. This packet overhead is reduced since the VPN tunnel stops at the edge (i.e., AP and/or eNB) and multiple user may share the VPN extension (i.e., dedicated SSID). Additionally, the proposed framework potentially is more energy efficient, since encryption processing does not involve the UE, contrary to current VPN solutions. Finally, more secured methods for SSID instantiation can be explored, such as the use of a hidden SSID, that is randomly generated upon non-3GPP slice request, and further informed to the UE.
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